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various characteristics of each phase.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GRD PROJECT
MODELING LANGUAGE
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0001) 1. Field of the Invention
0002 The present invention is generally directed to an
improved data processing system. In particular, the present
invention is directed to an improved grid computing system
in which a representation of a grid project is generated in
accordance with a standardized modeling language.
0003 2. Description of the Related Art
0004. In the 1990s, computer scientists began exploring
the design and development of a computer infrastructure,
referred to as the computation grid, whose design was based
on the electrical power grids that had been known to date.
Grid computing was initially designed for use with large
scale, resource intensive Scientific applications, such as the
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) programs
computing grid, that require more resources than a small
number of computing devices can provide in a single
administrative domain. Since then, grid computing has
become more prevalent as it has increased in popularity as
a mechanism for handling computing tasks.
0005. A computation grid enables computer resources
from geographically distributed computing devices to be
shared and aggregated in order to Solve large-scale resource
intensive problems. A computational grid may also be
referred to as just a “grid.” To build a grid, both low level
and high level services are needed. The grid’s low level
services include security, information, directory, and
resource management services. The high level services
include tools for application development, resource man
agement, resource Scheduling, and the like. Among these
services, the resource management and scheduling tends to
be the most challenging to perform optimally.
0006 Known grid computing systems, such as Legion,
Data Synapse, Platform Computing, Grid MPTM from
United Devices, Berkley Open Infrastructure for Network
Computing (BOINC), PBS ProTM Grid from Altair, the
Globus(R Toolkit (available from Argonne National Labo
ratory, Chicago, Ill.), and the Open Grid Services Architec
ture (OGSA), perform resource management and scheduling
based primarily upon the processor load(s) of the various
nodes, i.e. computing devices, in the computing grid with
Some other non-dynamic prerequisite factors being taken
into account to determine which nodes may be utilized in the
computing grid. Thus, if a node meets all of the non
dynamic prerequisite factors and its current processor load is
below a predetermined threshold, grid jobs may be sched
uled to run on that node. If the node's processor load is
above the predetermined threshold, the node is no longer a
candidate to run grid jobs until its processor load again falls
below the predetermined threshold.
0007 Because known grid computing systems only take
into consideration processor load(s) as a dynamic factor for
determining scheduling of jobs, and fail to consider network
traffic that the grid jobs may create, Sub-optimal scheduling
often results. As a result, the grid jobs, which are intended
to be performed in an unobtrusive manner with regard to the
regular functioning of the nodes, may adversely affect the
existing loads on the nodes.
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0008 Because of this sub-optimal scheduling that results
due to using only the processor load(s) as a basis for the
scheduling, many scientific and commercial enterprises are
reluctant to make use of grid computing because of the
possible negative impact it may cause on their existing
information technology infrastructures. First, these enter
prises are uncertain about how much grid activity may
disrupt their existing workload; second, they are hesitant to
use the computing grid for mission critical projects because
they are unable to quantify the capacity of their grid that is
necessary to run the grid jobs associated with the grid project
within a required time span.
0009. These problems with existing grid computing sys
tems are rooted in the fact that resource management and
scheduling in these grid computing systems do not take into
account the necessary amount of network traffic for per
forming grid jobs or the affect that this traffic may have on
existing loads of nodes in the grid. Network traffic may
negatively affect both the performance of the existing work
loads on the nodes in a grid as well as the performance of the
grid jobs themselves.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0010. The aspects of the present invention provide a
computer implemented method and apparatus for modeling
a grid project. The various phases of a grid project are
identified utilizing a grid project modeling language. This
modeling language can then be utilized to generate a grid
project description model for the grid project. These and
other features and advantages of the present invention will
be described in, or will become apparent to those of ordinary
skill in the art in view of the following detailed description
of the preferred embodiments.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0011. The novel features believed characteristic of the
invention are set forth in the appended claims. The invention
itself, however, as well as a preferred mode of use, further
objectives and advantages thereof, will best be understood
by reference to the following detailed description of an
illustrative embodiment when read in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings, wherein:
0012 FIG. 1 is an exemplary diagram of a grid comput
ing environment in which aspects of the present invention
may be implemented;
0013 FIG. 2 is an exemplary diagram illustrating the
interaction of the grid management system and the grid
agents on the various grid nodes;
0014 FIG. 3 is an exemplary block diagram of a grid
agent in accordance with one exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
0015 FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary process for deter
mining the capacity of the links between grid nodes so that
a minimum capacity link is set as the maximum capacity
available between two grid nodes in accordance with one
exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
0016 FIG. 5 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a grid
management system in accordance with one exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
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0017 FIG. 6A is an exemplary diagram of a grid project
model created in accordance with the grid project modeling
language of one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;

0018 FIG. 6B is an exemplary illustration of a grid
project modeling language high level XML code script
describing a grid project.
0.019 FIG. 7 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a
graphical user interface in which resource availability curves
for the computing grid may be depicted in accordance with
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
0020 FIG. 8 is an exemplary diagram illustrating one
mechanism for depicting the execution of a grid project
using the resource availability plots of one exemplary
embodiment of the present invention:
0021 FIG. 9 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a
graphical depiction of the same grid project as shown in
FIG. 8 in which the start time for performing the grid project
has been changed;
0022 FIG. 10 is an exemplary diagram illustrating the
affect of an extended grid on the grid project of FIGS. 8 and
9 in accordance with one exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
0023 FIG. 11 illustrates a clustering of grid nodes in
accordance with one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;

0024 FIG. 12 is an exemplary two dimensional plot of
grid node clusters based on processor and network resource
availability or capacity;
0025 FIG. 13 illustrates the operation of the throttling
mechanism in accordance with one exemplary embodiment
of the present invention;
0026 FIG. 14 is a flowchart outlining an exemplary
operation of the present invention when generating a visual
representation of a simulation of a grid project in accordance
with one exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
0027 FIG. 15 is a flowchart outlining an exemplary
operation of the present invention when scheduling the
dispatching of grid jobs in accordance with one exemplary
embodiment of the present invention; and
0028 FIG. 16 is a flowchart outlining an exemplary
operation of the present invention when throttling the net
work traffic associated with a grid project in accordance with
one exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

0029 FIG. 1 is an exemplary diagram of a computing
grid environment in which aspects of the present invention
may be implemented. As shown in FIG. 1, the computing
grid 100 includes a plurality of grid nodes 110 coupled
together via one or more networks 120-130. The grid nodes
may be any type of computing device that is capable of
either processing grid jobs and grid data provided to it or is
capable of providing such grid data to other grid nodes. For
example, a grid node 110 may be a server computing device,
client computing device, workstation, personal computer,
database system, mainframe computer system, or the like.

0030 The computing grid 100 is managed by the grid
management system 140. The grid management system 140
communicates with agent Software present on the grid nodes
110 to obtain information about each of the grid nodes 110
and to Submit grid jobs and grid data to the grid nodes 110
for processing. The grid management system 140 provides
the necessary functionality for determining which grid nodes
110 in the computing grid 100 are on-line, which grid nodes
110 have available capacity to handle grid jobs, schedules
the dispatching of grid jobs to the various grid nodes 110.
receives and correlates the results of the grid jobs dispatched
to the grid nodes 110, and performs other grid management
functions in accordance with the embodiments of the present
invention described hereafter.

0031 Agrid project is the highest level of a piece of work
on the grid. A grid project may also sometimes be equiva
lently referred to by the term “grid application.” A grid job
is a portion of work required to perform a grid project. That
is, a grid project is broken up into a plurality of individual
grid jobs that may be dispatched to grid nodes for process
ing. A set of grid jobs performing a grid project may execute
in parallel on different nodes in the grid. A grid job may also
Sometimes be referred to in the art as a transaction, work
unit, task or Submission.

0032 Each grid node 110 in the computing grid 100 may
perform their normal workload, i.e. non-grid related pro
cessing, and may also perform processing of grid jobs
submitted to them from the grid management system 140.
The results of the processing of these grid jobs are then
returned to the grid management system 140 or other
designated node, which combines the results of various grid
jobs in order to obtain the necessary data for completion of
the grid project. Grid agent Software present on the grid
nodes 110 measures performance characteristics of the grid
nodes 110 and provides these measurements to the grid
management system 140 so that the grid management sys
tem 140 can properly schedule dispatching of grid jobs to the
various grid nodes 110.
0033. As mentioned above, in known computing grid
systems, the available processor capacity of the grid node is
the dynamic characteristic of the grid nodes used as a basis
for determining the scheduling of grid jobs. That is, the grid
management system obtains information from the grid agent
software on the grid nodes indicating the CPU utilization of
a grid node over time. From this information, the grid
management system may determine when the grid node's
CPU utilization is likely to be below a predetermined
threshold and thus, is able to schedule the dispatching of a
grid job to the grid node at that predicted time.
0034. The problem with using only CPU availability as a
measure for determining when to dispatch grid jobs is that
large amounts of data may be sent on slow links and the grid
jobs using that data may not even be executed near the
locations where the required data is stored. This results in
additional network traffic. Thus, the large amount of data
being sent over slow links and the additional network traffic
required due to inefficient placement of the data in the grid
results in a larger load on the network than would be
optimal. This may adversely impact the regular operations of
the grid nodes. Thus, instead of an unobtrusive use of the
grid nodes, the grid jobs actually negatively affect the
regular work performed by these grid nodes.
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0035. The aspects of the present invention avoid these
negative affects of grid, computing by taking into consid
eration both the processor utilization and network utilization
required to perform the functions of a grid project using the
computing grid. That is, the present invention utilizes grid
agents present on the grid nodes that monitor both processor
utilization and availability of the grid nodes, with regard to
both grid and non-grid work, and network utilization and
availability of the links between grid nodes, to determine
availability of the grid nodes to process grid jobs. This
information is then used to model grid activity, to simulate
the performance of the computing grid with regard to the
processing of a grid project, to schedule dispatch of grid jobs
to the grid nodes, and to throttle transmission of the grid jobs
and their data to the various grid nodes so that adverse
impacts on the regular functioning of the grid nodes is
avoided.

0.036 FIG. 2 is an exemplary diagram illustrating the
interaction of the grid management system and the grid
agents on the various grid nodes of a grid computing system
200. As shown in FIG. 2, the grid management system 210
communicates with the grid agents 220 on the grid nodes
230 of the computing grid 240 to obtain processor and
network availability data. The grid agents 220 include
processor utilization monitors and network utilization moni
tors to obtain measures of processor and network utilization
with regard to grid and non-grid job processing. The pro
cessor utilization monitors determine, over a period of time,
how much of the processor resources of the grid node are
being used to process non-grid work, process grid jobs, and
how much of the processor resources are idle. The network
utilization monitors determine, over a period of time, how
much of the network capacity associated with links to this
grid node are being used and how much capacity is avail
able.

0037. This processor and network utilization data is
transmitted to the grid management system 210 where the
data is stored in a database 215 for later use. For example,
the grid management system 210 of the present invention
uses the information stored in the database 215 in generating
a grid project description model, determining a simulation of
the grid project processing performance, scheduling grid job
dispatching, and throttling of grid job data transmissions.
0038. The grid management system 210 receives grid
projects from a grid project Submission system 250. The grid
project submission system 250 may communicate with the
grid management system 210 to Submit the grid project,
request and view a simulation of the grid project, adjust
dispatch parameters for the grid project based on the simu
lation of the grid project, and receive results of the grid
project being processed by the computing grid 240.
0.039 When a grid project is submitted by the grid project
Submission system 250 to the grid management system 210,
the grid project may be simulated using the data maintained
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dispatch criteria. This scheduling of grid jobs may involve
selecting certain grid nodes to which the grid jobs should be
Submitted based on non-dynamic characteristic information
about the grid nodes maintained by the grid management
system 210. At the schedule time(s), the grid management
system 210 transmits grid jobs and/or corresponding data to
the grid agents 220 on the appropriate grid nodes 230. The
grid agents 220 preferably include grid client software that
permits the grid agents 220 to execute the grid jobs on their
respective grid nodes 230. The dispatching and execution of
grid jobs on grid nodes is generally known in the art. For
example, the Globus(R or OGSA mechanisms may be used
to execute grid jobs on grid nodes using grid client Software.
0041 FIG. 3 is an exemplary block diagram of a grid
agent in accordance with one exemplary embodiment of the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 3, the grid agent 300
includes a controller 310, a processor utilization monitor
320, a network utilization monitor 330, a network interface

340, grid client software 350, a processor/network utiliza
tion statistics storage 360, and a grid project throttle control
370. The grid agent 300 is implemented as software instruc
tions executed by the processor(s) of the grid node on which
the grid agent 300 is deployed. The grid agent 300 executes
as a background application that is not readily discernible to
a user of the grid node on which the grid agent 300 is
running.

0042. The controller 310 controls the overall operation of

the grid agent 300 and orchestrates the operation of the
elements 320-370. The processor utilization monitor 320
monitors the processor utilization of the grid node with
regard to both grid and non-grid workloads. The processor
utilization monitor 320 distinguishes between processor
utilization associated with grid workloads and processor
utilization associated with non-grid workloads. This distin
guishing between processor utilization of grid workloads
and non-grid workloads is accomplished by tying the moni
toring functions of the processor utilization monitor 320
with the grid client software 350.
0043. The grid client software 350 communicates with
the grid management system, accepts grid jobs to be per
formed, executes them under an appropriate environment,
and then returns results from the grid jobs. The grid client
software 350 for different embodiments of the present
invention is augmented to keep track of processes and
threads doing work on behalf of the grid. That is, the grid
client software 350, as processes are executed and threads
are created, maintains a data structure that stores an identi

in the database 215 such that the affect of various start times,

fier of the processes or threads that are associated with grid
jobs being processed by the grid node. Statistics regarding
all threads executed by the processor(s) of the grid node are
maintained in another data structure. These statistics may
include, for example, amount of processing cycles needed to
execute the thread, memory usage, disk space usage, amount

various additional grid nodes, and the like, may be deter
mined. From this information, the user of the grid project
Submission system may select appropriate grid project dis
patching criteria for use in dispatching the grid project as a
plurality of grid jobs to the grid nodes 230 of the computing
grid 240.
0040. The grid management system 210 then schedules
the dispatching of the grid jobs based on the selected

0044 By comparing the two data structures, the statistics
associated with grid-related threads and non-grid related
threads may be differentiated. The non-grid related threads
constitute workload on the systems that is not initiated by
grid work and thus, represent the normal workload on the
system. Thus, a determination may be made as to how much
non-grid workload is present on the grid nodes processor(s)

of CPU time used to execute the thread, or the like.
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at specific times. As a result, a more accurate measurement
of the actual processor capacity of the grid node is deter
mined.

0045. The network utilization monitor 330 is used to
generate network utilization statistics for the grid node.
Often grid jobs need a large amount of input data which
must be transmitted to the grid node performing the work,
i.e. processing the grid job. Large amounts of output data
may also be produced by grid jobs. In addition, unless grid
jobs are scheduled on nodes near databases storing the
required data that the grid job may need to access, significant
delays can occur due to network traffic and the need to
retrieve the required data from a remote database.
0046 All of these situations can take up valuable network
bandwidth and can cause severe congestion in the network.
As a result, both the grid node's normal workload and the
grid jobs themselves may be negatively impacted by the
consumption of network bandwidth on links to and from the
grid node.
0047. The grid project throttle control 370 throttles pro
cessor and network utilization if Such utilization exceeds

predetermined expected processor and network availability
values. This throttling mechanism, discussed more fully
below, prevents network congestion and processing delays
caused by execution of grid jobs in order to ensure that
regular operation of the grid nodes, i.e. the grid nodes usual
workloads, are not adversely affected by transmission and
processing of grid jobs and grid job data.
0.048. To collect the information needed to determine the
network utilization of the grid node, the network utilization
monitor 330 uses conventional network traffic monitors to

determine the amount of traffic between each pair of grid
nodes on a physical network link. That is, each grid node of
the network includes a conventional network traffic monitor
that determines the amount of network traffic over links

between that grid node and the grid nodes to which that grid
node is linked. The network utilization monitor 330 for the

illustrative example of the present invention determines the
most probable route that a data packet will travel between
that grid node and other grid and non-grid nodes. The
network utilization monitor then determines the minimum

capacity link in the route. For example, the network utili
zation monitor 330 may use the trace route utility available
in the WindowsTM and UnixTM operating systems (i.e., the
tracert or traceroute command line program) to determine
the likely route that a data packet will traverse between any
two grid nodes. The conventional network traffic monitors of
both the grid nodes and non-grid nodes along the route may
be used to determine the capacity of the links between grid
nodes so that a minimum capacity link is set as the maxi
mum capacity available between the two grid nodes.
0049. This process is illustrated in FIG. 4. As shown in
FIG. 4, a grid node 410 needs to determine the maximum
capacity available between itself and other grid nodes 420
450 of the computing grid 400. Each of grid nodes 410-450
is equipped with a grid agent that includes a conventional
network traffic monitor for monitoring the amount of traffic
and available bandwidth along connections or links to that
grid node. In addition, non-grid nodes 460-490 may also be
present in the network that are not part of the computing grid
400. These non-grid nodes may also be equipped with

conventional network traffic monitors for monitoring the
amount of traffic and available bandwidth along connections
to a given grid node.
0050. In determining the maximum capacity available
between itself and each of other grid nodes 420-450, grid
node 410, in one exemplary embodiment, runs the trace
route utility using the destination IP address, Universal
Resource Locator (URL), or the like, of the grid nodes
420-450 as the basis upon which to perform the trace route
operation. The IP address, URL, or the like, of the grid nodes
410-450 may be maintained in a data structure associated
with the grid agent for use in determining network capacity
and utilization. As a result of running the trace route utility
on grid node 420s IP address, the trace route utility deter
mines that the most probable route for a data packet being
sent from the node 410 to the node 420 is the route

comprising links A and B. Similarly, the route between node
410 and 430 is determined by the trace route utility to be link
C. The route between node 410 and node 440 is comprised
of the links C, D and E and the route between node 410 and

450 is comprised of the links C, F, G and H.
0051. The network capacity along links between nodes
410-490 in the network may be determined using the con
ventional network traffic monitors of the grid nodes 410-450
and non-grid nodes 460-490. The depicted example is a
simplified version of a computing grid 400 so that many of
the routes between grid node 410 and the other grid nodes
comprise a single link (shown in dashed lines). However, in
more complex computing grid configurations, it should be
appreciated that a single route may involve links between
three or more nodes, including both grid nodes and non-grid
nodes.

0052 One example of a route involving multiple nodes is
the route between grid node 410 and grid node 440. In this
example, the route passes through grid node 430. Thus, two
measurable links exist: link C between grid node 410 and
430, and link I between grid nodes 430 and 440. The
network capacity, or available bandwidth, of each link is
determined and the minimum network capacity, or available
bandwidth, is selected as the maximum network capacity
between grid node 410 and grid node 440 for the particular
measurement period. Thus, values can be deduced (approxi
mately) for network capacity available between any two grid
nodes.

0053 Returning to FIG. 3, the processor/network utili
zation statistics storage 360 is used to store both the pro
cessor utilization statistics and network capacity or utiliza
tion statistics data collected over an “n” minute interval,

where the value of “n” depends on the particular implemen
tation of the embodiments of the present invention and may
be set to any time period. The intervals may be sent by the
grid agent to the grid management system where they may
be aggregated with other statistical measurements obtained
from that grid node and other grid nodes. The aggregated
processor and network utilization information may then be
statistically evaluated to determine typical values, such as
daily, weekly, monthly, or other repetitive period values of
expected processor and network capacity in the computing
grid.
0054 Specifically, in one exemplary embodiment, for
each collection point, grid node, and time window, a sum of
values of the processor and network available capacity, a
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Sum of the squares of these values, and the number of
samples taken is stored. This storing of data permits the
computation of Standard deviation, mean and other statistics
over the data collected without needing to keep the entire set
of collected data. This data may then be used to simulate the
execution of a grid project on the computing grid at various
times of the week, month, year, etc., to determine scheduling
of the dispatching of grid jobs to grid nodes, throttling of
data transmission associated with grid jobs, and the like, as
discussed hereafter.

0.055 FIG. 5 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a grid
management system in accordance with the aspects of the
present invention. The grid management system 500 may be
implemented in hardware, Software, or any combination of
hardware and software. In an illustrative embodiment of the

present invention, the grid management system 500 is
implemented as Software instructions executed by one or
more data processing devices.
0056. As shown in FIG. 5, grid management system 500
includes controller 510, network interface 520, grid project
storage interface 530, grid project storage system 535, grid
project visualization and simulation engine 540, node pro
cessor/network availability storage system interface 550,
node processor/network availability data storage system
555, grid project scheduling engine 560, and grid project job
dispatcher 580. These elements are in communication with
one another via control/data signal bus 590. Although a bus
architecture is shown in FIG. 5, the different aspects of the
present invention are not limited to such and any architec
ture that facilitates the communication of control/data Sig
nals between the elements described above may be used
without departing from the spirit and scope of the present
invention.

0057 Controller 510 controls the overall operation of
grid management system 500 and orchestrates the operation
of the other elements in this system. Network interface 520
provides a communication pathway for receiving and send
ing data. In particular, network interface 520 provides a
mechanism through which statistical data regarding the
processor and network availability of the various grid nodes
may be received. Similarly, grid project jobs and data may
be transmitted to grid nodes via the network interface 520.
Results of these grid project jobs may also be received
through network interface 520.
0.058 Grid project storage interface 530 provides a com
munication interface for storing and retrieving grid project
data from grid project storage system 535. The grid project
data in grid project storage system 535 may include the
actual grid project data for generating grid project jobs and
the data upon which the grid project jobs operate. Alterna
tively, the grid projects and the data upon which the grid
project jobs operate may be stored in one or more remotely
located databases.

0059 Grid project visualization and simulation engine
540 is used to generate simulations of grid projects as well
as a graphical user interface through which the user may
view the simulations to determine an optimum scheduling of
the grid project jobs. Grid project visualization and simula
tion engine 540 uses the processor and network availability
information obtained from the various grid nodes via net
work interface 520 and stored in node processor/network
availability data storage system 555 via node processor/
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network availability data storage system interface 550 to
determine grid processor and network availability at various
times, such as various times of the day, week, month, or year.
This information is used to determine how various start

times of grid projects will affect the completion time of the
grid project as well as the affect on the grid processor and
network availability utilization, as discussed hereafter.
0060 Grid project scheduling engine 560 is used to
schedule the dispatching of grid project jobs to grid nodes.
This scheduling of the grid project may be performed, for
example, in response to a user selecting a particular start
time for the grid project using the graphical user interface
provided by grid project visualization and simulation engine
540. Grid project scheduling engine 560 breaks up the grid
project and corresponding grid project data into grid jobs
and determines a time at which each grid job should be
transmitted to its corresponding grid node.
0061 Grid project job dispatcher 580 actually performs
the operations of dispatching grid jobs and their correspond
ing data to the grid nodes via one or more networks. Grid
project job dispatcher 580 works in a similar manner to that
known in existing computing grid systems with the primary
difference being in that the grid jobs and data being trans
mitted by the grid project job dispatcher 580 are determined
in accordance with the operations of grid project scheduling
engine 560, and grid project visualization and simulation
engine 540.

0062) When a user wishes to determine the best possible

scheduling for a grid project, the user logs onto the grid
management system 500 and requests that a particular grid
project’s execution over a particular time period be simu
lated. For example, when the user logs onto the grid man
agement system 500 and selects a “grid project simulation'
option presented through a graphical user interface (GUI)
provided by the grid management system 500, the user is
then presented with another GUI through which the user
may select or enter a grid project identifier, a time window
for the simulation, for example, a start date/time and end
date/time, and a statistical basis for the simulation, such as,

average processor or network availability per day, average
per week, average per month, one standard deviation pro
cessor/network availability per day, one standard deviation
per week, etc.
0063. The grid project visualization and simulation
engine 540 then retrieves node processor/network availabil
ity data from the node processor/network availability data
storage system 555 for a period of time corresponding to the
particular time window selected. For example, if the user
selects a time window from Feb. 1, 2004 to Feb. 29, 2004,

node processor/network availability data for the period of
time corresponding to this time window is retrieved from the
storage system 555. For example, the data representing node
processor/network availability for each day of the week may
be retrieved and repeated for each week between the Feb. 1,
2004 to Feb. 29, 2004 time period to thereby simulate the
processor/network availability for the computing grid during
the designated time period.
0064. This node processor/network availability data that
is retrieved from the node processor/network availability
data storage system 555 represents the total availability of
the processors and network link resources in the computing
grid during the selected time period. This information may
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be used to generate curves in a plot representing the avail
able resources of the computing grid over the selected period
of time. These curves are used along with information about
the manner by which the selected grid project is to be
dispatched to determine a simulation of the performance of
the grid project. The information about the manner by which
the selected grid project is to be dispatched is obtained from
a model of the grid project obtained from the grid project
storage system 535.
0065 Grid project description model provides a descrip
tion of the various phases of a grid project. The phases of a
grid project include, for example, dispatching, execution,
and then return of the results data. The various phases of a
grid project are described by the description model as a set
of descriptions, that include, for example, the number of grid
jobs to be dispatched, the amount of data corresponding to
each grid job, the amount of run-time for executing the grid
jobs on the data, and the estimated amount of data corre
sponding to the results of the execution of the grid jobs. The
descriptions of the various phases also include descriptions
of activities to be performed in parallel and serially.
0.066 The grid project description model is generated
using a grid project modeling language designed to describe
the various phases of the grid project. The description model
may be generated by a user or provider of a grid project, in
accordance with the grid project modeling language.
0067. The grid project modeling language uses an XML
format to define a sequence of phases for a grid project. FIG.
6B is an example of the grid project modeling language high
level XML code script describing a grid project.
0068 The grid project modeling language identifies the
various phases of a grid project. The modeling language sets
forth a sequence of grid project phases. Within each phase,
there may be any number of descriptions of parallel activi
ties to be performed, including CPU processing, network
activity, or nested Sub-phases. Each of the descriptions
specifies the properties of the described activities, such as
processing requirements, expected network traffic, prereq
uisites, dependencies, activity splitting limits and character
istics, reliability action, and others.
0069 FIG. 6A depicts a diagram of a grid project model
created in accordance with the grid project modeling lan
guage of one exemplary embodiment of the present inven
tion. The grid project model 600 at block 610 illustrates the
transfer of grid jobs and/or grid project data to one or more
grid nodes via one or more transfer files during the dispatch
ing phase. Blocks 630-645 depict grid nodes processing grid
jobs and/or grid data in parallel during the execution phase.
Although this illustrative example depicts a single split of
grid job 620 into four grid jobs 630-645 processing in
parallel, there may be any number of parallel activities
performed by any number of grid nodes during this phase.
In addition, splits into parallel activities may occur multiple
times during the execution phase. At block 650, additional
processing of the output from grid jobs 630-645 may occur
at grid job 650. Upon completion of processing, the output
from grid jobs 620-650 are transferred in parallel at blocks
660-670 back to the grid management system.
0070 The grid project model is parseable by the illus
trative examples of the present invention to determine the
various phases of a grid project and the various character
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istics of each phase. A determination of the amount of
processor and network resource requirements for execution
of the various phases of the grid project may be made by
processing the grid project description model. The necessary
processor and network resources are then used with the
processor and network availability information for the
selected time period to determine how long it will take for
each phase of the grid project to be performed.
0071 For example, the required usage of processor and
network capacity in order to perform the phases of the grid
project are represented as areas bounded by the processor
and network availability curves generated based on the grid
resource availability information obtained from the grid
nodes. Because these areas are bounded by the resource
availability curves, if there is less availability of a resource
than is necessary to perform a particular portion of a phase
of the grid project, more time will be required to achieve the
required area. This may be done for each phase of the grid
project so that a complete illustration of the execution of a
grid project in relation to the resource availability of the
computing grid is viewable to a user.
0072 FIG. 7 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a
graphical user interface in which resource availability curves
for the computing grid may be depicted in accordance with
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. As
shown in FIG. 7, the graphical user interface (GUI) 700
includes fields 710 and 715 for entering a start time/date and
end time/date for the simulation. Field 720 is provided for
selecting a statistical basis for the simulation representation
and field 730 is used to designate a granularity for the plot
of the simulation of the grid project. Field 740 is used to
select a graphical presentation type. Such as, time line chart
or other type of graphical representation. Field 750 provides
a field through which a particular grid project may be
selected for simulation and portion 760 provides a plot of the
resource availability curves determined from the node pro
cessor/network availability data retrieved according to the
selected time window, i.e. start time and end time.

0073. As shown in FIG. 7, the portion 760 includes two
line graphs—one line graph element 770, illustrating pro
cessor availability over a recurring period of time within the
time window, and other line graph element 780, illustrating
network availability over the recurring period of time. It
should be appreciated that the granularity of the time period
illustrated in the portion 760 may be of various levels. For
example, rather than a reoccurring period of time within the
time window, the entire time window may be illustrated in
portion 760 or any subportion thereof. In addition, the period
of time illustrated may be changed or scrolled by the user.
0074 The line graphs 770 and 780 represent the upper
boundary of processor and network resources that may be
utilized by the grid project. The line graphs 770 and 780 may
represent the actual processor and network availability,
averages of the processor and network resource availability,
one standard deviation from the actual or average processor
and network resource availability, or the like. These line
graphs 770 and 780 provide the basis upon which to deter
mine how much time is required to complete each phase of
the grid project.
0075 FIG. 8 is an exemplary diagram illustrating one
mechanism for depicting the execution of a grid project
using the resource availability plots of one exemplary
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embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 8,
in one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, each
phase of the grid project is depicted as areas under the grid
lines representing the computing grid resource availability.
The phases of the grid project involve phases in which
processor resources are dominant and phases of the grid
project in which network resources are dominant.
0076) These phases are depicted in FIG. 8 in different
shadings of the areas below the processor and network
resource availability. Lightly shaded areas 810, 820 and 830
represent phases of the grid project in which network
availability is a dominant factor in determining the perfor
mance of the grid project. Darker shaded areas 840 and 850
represent portions of the grid project where processor avail
ability is a dominant factor. It should be appreciated, how
ever, that rather than differentiating between phases based
on dominant resources, the aspects of the present invention
may operate on phases of the grid project in which both
resources are considered equally important to the determi
nation of grid project performance.
0.077 As shown in FIG. 8, the grid project is comprised
of a phase of execution, represented by area 810, in which
the grid project transfers grid jobs and grid project data to
the grid nodes. A second phase of operation, represented by
area 840, is a representation of the grid nodes processing the
grid jobs and data transmitted to them. A third phase of
operation, represented by area 820, is a representation of a
transmission of some additional data for processing by the
grid nodes. A fourth phase of the grid project, represented by
the area 850, is a representation of the grid nodes performing
Some additional processing. The fifth phase of the grid
project, represented by the area 830, represents the grid
nodes transmitting data back to the grid management sys
tem, such as, results of the execution of the grid project.
0078. The phases of the grid project 810, 820 and 830
that are dominated by network resource availability are
primarily bounded by the line graph representing the net
work resource availability. As shown in FIG. 8, there are
portions of the areas 810, 820 and 830 that exceed the
processor availability line graph yet are below the network
availability line graph. Similarly, there is a portion of the
area 840 where the area 840 exceeds the network availability
line graph yet is below the processor availability line graph.
0079 The depiction of the areas under the resource
availability line graph is made based on a selected Start
point, the phases of the grid project defined by the grid
project model, and the resource availability data obtained
from the grid nodes and maintained in the node processor/
network availability data storage system. The user may
modify the start time by moving a cursor over the depiction
800 or otherwise entering a different start time. The grid
management system modifies the depiction 800 of the grid
project performance based on the change in the start time. In
this way, the user may see the affect of different start times
on the performance of the grid project.
0080 For example, if the user selects an earlier start time,
this results in a different amount of processor and network
resources being available to perform the various phases of
the grid project. If this different amount of processor and
network resources results in a lower amount of resources

being available for a particular phase, then the time period
for completing this phase of the grid project may be

increased. Similarly, if the different amount of processor and
network resources results in a higher amount of resources
being available, the time period for performing this phase of
the grid project may be shortened.
0081. As shown in FIG. 8, phases dominated by proces
Sor resources and phases dominated by network resources
are depicted simultaneously in the graphical depiction of the
simulation of the grid project performance. Thus, both the
affects of available network resources and available proces
Sor resources on the performance of the grid project are
illustrated in the graphical depiction of the grid projects
performance. As the start time of the grid project changes,
the size of areas 810-850 are kept consistent even though the
dimensions, i.e. time versus amount of resource, may be
modified based on the amount of available processor and
network resources.

0082 FIG. 9 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a
graphical depiction of the same grid project as shown in
FIG. 8 in which the start time for performing the grid project
has been changed. As shown in FIG. 9, in response to the
start time being changed, an end time of the grid project has
also changed. This is because, while the amount of processor
and network resources needed to complete the grid project
has not changed, the availability of the processor and
network resources has changed due to the change in the start
time of the grid project. Thus, by altering the start time for
a grid project to begin, the end time for the completion of the
grid project change as a result. This may be important with
regard to deadlines for completing grid projects.
0083. Thus, the aspects of the present invention provide
a graphical user interface through which a depiction of the
grid project’s performance 900 with regard to both the
available processor and network resources is provided. The
graphical user interface permits the user to modify the start
times of the grid project with the depiction 900 of the grid
project being modified dynamically as the start times are
changed. In this way, a user may determine whether the grid
project will be completed within a necessary time period
taking into account the processor and network resource
availability.
0084. While the above illustrative examples have
described in terms of the processor and network resource
availability data obtained from grid nodes, in a further
example of the present invention, the affect of adding
additional grid nodes on the performance of a grid project
may be determined using the graphical user interface. Simi
lar to changing the time at which the grid project is started,
the introduction of additional grid nodes into the computing
grid changes the amount of processor and network
resources. The aspects of the present invention may modify
the upper bounds of the available processor and network
resources based on the additional resources provided by the
addition of grid nodes from other sources than are typically
available in the computing grid. The affect of these addi
tional resources on the performance of the grid project may
then be depicted in a similar manner as that described above.
0085 For example, a user may determine that the pro
cessor and network resource availability from the estab
lished computing grid is not sufficient to perform the grid
project in a manner to achieve the purposes and deadlines of
the user. The provider of the computing grid may have
entered into an agreement with other computing system
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providers to provide conditional computing system and/or
network resources when necessary. Many Such agreements
may be present for different groups of processor and/or
network resources. The inclusion of each of these groups
and the resulting affect on the performance of a grid project
may be determined using the graphical user interface.
0.086 The user of the graphical user interface may be
provided with a mechanism in the graphical user interface to
select viewing of a simulation of the grid project with an
extended grid. In addition, the extent of the extension of the
grid may be selectable. As a result, resource availability data
for these additional grid nodes, which is obtained in a similar
manner as described above with regard to the basic grid
nodes, may be retrieved from the node processor/network
availability data storage system and used to modify the
processor and network resource availability line plots that
define the upper bound on the phase areas of the grid project.
Since additional resources are made available by incorpo
rating additional grid nodes, the result of including these
additional grid nodes tends to shorten the amount of time
necessary to complete the performance of the grid project.
0087. This result is illustrated in FIG. 10 in which an
extended grid’s affect on the grid project of FIGS. 8 and 9
is depicted. As shown in FIG. 10, the inclusion of additional
processor and network resources causes the line plots to
represent larger amounts of resources being available. As a
result, the time period from the start time to the completion
of the grid project is made shorter. As with the previous
embodiments of the present invention, the user may again
modify the start time of the grid project and see the affect on
the performance of the grid project within the selected
extended computing grid on the depiction 1000 of the grid
project's performance.
0088. Once the simulation of the grid project has been
presented and the user has determined an appropriate start
time for the grid project, as well as whether an extended grid
should be used, the grid management system schedules the
dispatching of the grid project jobs to particular grid nodes.
Part of this process is generating grid project jobs based on
the grid project model and selecting grid nodes to which the
grid project jobs and data are to be transmitted. The gen
eration of grid project jobs based on a grid project is
generally known in the art and thus, a detailed description is
not provided herein.
0089. In selecting grid nodes to which grid jobs are to be
dispatched, the network nature of the grid project is first
determined. For example, the grid project Scheduling engine
determines if the grid project is one of
0090 a hub and spoke type of grid project in which
quantities of data are sent to and from the grid jobs being
executed on the grid agents of the grid nodes from a
Submission point with minimal other communications dur
ing job processing:
0.091 a grid project in which grid jobs primarily access
data from a database located at a specific location on the
computing grid; and
0092 a grid project in which grid jobs communicate
extensively with each other during their processing.
0093 Based on the determination of the nature of the grid
project, a clustering algorithm is then used to map sets of

grid nodes based on how well they are connected to the
Submission point, a database at the designated location, or
based on the grid nodes mutual interconnectivity. Cluster
ing algorithms are generally known in the art and thus, a
detailed description of the clustering algorithms is not
provided herein. The basis for the clustering algorithm is
determined based on the type of grid project determined
above. The resulting clusters are then ranked in accordance
with processor capacity and network capacity, having
already Subtracted processor and network capacity con
Sumed by other non-grid or grid work.
0094 For example, a first table of grid node clusters is
generated ranked by processor capacity. A second table of
grid node clusters is generated ranked by network capacity.
These two tables are then used to generate a two-dimen
sional plot of the clusters based on both processor and
network capacity. Initial minimum requirements of proces
sor and network resources for selection of clusters of nodes

to execute the grid jobs are then established. A determination
is then made as to whether the clusters of grid nodes that are
above both minimum requirements have sufficient capacity
to perform the work required of the grid project. If not, the
initial minimum processor and network capacity is adjusted
so that more clusters are evaluated.

0095. This process may be repeated until the clusters
above the minimum requirements provide Sufficient capacity
to execute the grid project or until Successive recalculations
show diminishing or even reduced returns when using more
clusters. If a set of clusters is identified that would meet the

capacity requirements for executing the grid project within
the timeline indicated by the simulation of the grid project,
or an otherwise set timeline, then the set of clusters is used

to schedule the performance of the grid project. If there is
evidence of diminishing or even reduced returns when
recalculating the minimum processor and network capacities
and evaluating the additional clusters, then an indication that
a Suitable scheduling cannot be accomplished may be
returned to the user.

0096 FIG. 11 illustrates a clustering of grid nodes in
accordance with one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention. As shown in depiction 1100, grid nodes are
clustered in accordance with their network proximity to each
other, to a source of grid jobs, or to databases from which
data is accessed for performing the grid jobs. Network
clustering algorithms are generally known in the art and the
embodiments of the present invention may make use of any
known network clustering algorithm for determining clus
ters of grid nodes.
0097 Based on the particular clustering algorithm used,
various clusters, such as clusters 1150-1170, may be gener
ated. An average processor and network capacity for each
cluster over the time period for performing the grid project,
as selected using the graphical user interface and simulation
mechanism of the embodiments of the present invention, for
example, is determined for each cluster. That is, for example,
the total processor and network capacity for each grid node
in the cluster is summed and the sums of the time period of
interest are averaged in order to determine the average
resource availability of the cluster.
0098. The averages of the processor and network
resource availability or capacity are then used to rank the
clusters in corresponding tables 1180 and 1190. Table 1180
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is a table of the identified clusters ranked by average
processor capacity. Table 1190 is a table of the identified
clusters ranked by average network capacity. These tables
are used to plot the clusters in a two dimensional graph of
processor capacity versus network capacity.
0099 FIG. 12 is an exemplary two dimensional plot of
grid node clusters based on processor and network resource
availability or capacity. As shown in plot 1200, in this
exemplary embodiment, the X-axis is network capacity and
the y-axis is processor capacity. The clusters are then plotted
on this graph based on their determined average processor
and network capacities.
0100. A minimum threshold for processor and network
capacities is then determined. These minimums are selected
by the user or by a specification in the scheduled grid
project. The minimums are represented as lines 1210 and
1220. A determination is then made as to whether the

clusters that are plotted in the upper right of the graph, Such
as above the minimum lines 1210 and 1220, have sufficient

total processor and network capacity to accomplish the
execution of the grid project within the time period estab
lished by the simulation of the grid project, or the time
period otherwise specified by the user. If so, then the clusters
identified in the upper right of the graph are selected as the
clusters to which grid jobs are to be dispatched and the
scheduling of these grid jobs being processed by the selected
clusters is performed.

0101

If, however, the total capacity of the clusters in the

upper right of the graph is not sufficient to complete the grid
project within the time period requested, then the minimum
processor and network resource capacity lines 1210 and
1220 are recalculated and a larger set of clusters is evaluated.
As a result, new minimum capacity lines 1230 and 1240 are
generated and the clusters above and to the right of these
lines are evaluated to determine if their total resource

capacities are such that the grid project will be completed
within the selected time period. This process may be
repeated until a sufficiently large size of clusters with
sufficient resource capacity is identified or until additional
recalculations result in diminished or reduced returns.

0102 Once a set of clusters are identified, the grid project
scheduling engine generates grid jobs for each of the grid
nodes in the clusters and Schedules the dispatching of these
grid jobs to the grid nodes such that the execution of the grid
project within the selected time period may be accom
plished. The actual dispatching of the grid jobs to the grid
nodes is performed in a known manner using a grid project
job dispatcher which transmits the grid job, and optionally
the data upon which the grid job is to operate, to the grid
nodes at a scheduled time.

0103 As mentioned above, recalculation of the minimum
processor and network resource capacity lines possibly may
result in diminishing or reduced returns. In Such cases, an
option may be provided to extend the computing grid in a
similar manner as discussed above with regard to the simu
lation of the grid project. That is, additional grid nodes may
be introduced into the basic computing grid in accordance
with established relationships with potential grid node pro
viders.

0104. When a determination is made that a suitable
scheduling of the grid project cannot be accomplished, the

user may be provided with an option to consider the impact
of extending the computing grid on the ability to schedule
the grid project. If the user elects to extend the computing
grid, the user may be prompted to indicate which additional
grid nodes are to be added to the computing grid. That is, if
a plurality of possible sources of additional grid nodes are
present, then the user may select the Source or sources from
which these additional grid nodes are obtained.
0105. Once the user elects to extend the computing grid
and selects the source or sources from which the additional

grid nodes are obtained, the clustering and plotting may be
performed again. As a result, additional clusters of grid
nodes are generated with additional processor and network
resources. The same processes as discussed above with
regard to determining a set of clusters that permit the grid
project to be executed within the selected time period is
performed. If the discovery of the set of clusters results in a
set of clusters being determined that permit the grid project
to be completed within the selected time period, then these
grid nodes are used to schedule the dispatching of grid jobs.
This scheduling may involve coordinating with the addi
tional grid node source computing system to request access
to the additional grid nodes for performing processing on the
grid jobs. Thus, a dynamic extension of the computing grid
is made possible in order to schedule the dispatching of grid
jobs so that a grid project may be completed within the time
period determined through simulation of the grid project.

0106 Thus, the aspects of the present invention provide
a mechanism by which a user may obtain a simulation of the
performance of a grid project based on measured processor
and network resource availability/capacity of grid nodes
over a selected period of time. The user may see the affect
of changing the start time of a grid project on the way in
which the grid project will be executed in the computing grid
and, more importantly, the affect on the completion time/
date of the grid project. This permits the user to determine
the optimal time to initiate the grid project on the computing
grid so that performance goals are achieved.
0.107. In addition, the aspects of the present invention
provide a mechanism for Scheduling the dispatching of grid
jobs on the computing grid, whether using the simulation
mechanism as a basis for this scheduling or not. The
scheduling mechanism permits the selection of an optimal
set of clusters of grid nodes to which grid jobs are to be
dispatched in order to complete the grid project within a time
period selected by a user. The scheduling mechanism may
iteratively expand the set of clusters considered when it is
determined that a current set of clusters will not have

Sufficient processor and/or network availability or capacity
to complete the grid project within the designated time
deadline.

0.108 Both with the simulation mechanism and with the
scheduling mechanism, the embodiments of the present
invention provide a mechanism for expanding the basic
computing grid by including additional grid nodes through
arrangements made with potential grid node Suppliers or
Sources. The additional grid nodes may be mapped into the
computing grid and the affect of the additional grid nodes on
the simulated behavior of the grid project and/or the clus
tering and resource availability of the clusters of grid nodes
may be determined. In this manner, a determination may be
made as to whether expanding the computing grid will result
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in the grid project being completed within a desired time
period and if so, expansion of the computing grid may be
requested from the additional grid node Supplier/source.
0109. In addition to the above, the aspects of the present
invention further provide a throttling mechanism for throt
tling the data transfers of grid projects so that a predeter
mined limit on the amount of network traffic associated with

grid jobs is maintained. That is, with the simulation mecha
nism as described above, a maximum data transfer amount

is determined based on the available capacity of the network
as determined from the node processor/network availability
data. This maximum data transfer, or network traffic, for the

grid jobs may then be reported by the grid project throttle
control to the grid agents associated with grid nodes so that
they may regulate the amount of grid data processed by their
network interfaces. Thus, the grid management system dis
patches grid jobs and data to the grid nodes in accordance
with this throttling mechanism. The grid nodes also transfer
data between grid nodes, as well as the grid management
system in accordance with the throttling mechanism. In this
way, the grid project is kept from overwhelming the network
and is slowed down to a rate that has been calculated to be

reasonably unobtrusive to the normal operation of the grid
nodes.

0110 FIG. 13 illustrates the operation of the grid project
throttle control in accordance with one exemplary embodi
ment of the present invention. As shown at 1300, the grid
project Scheduling engine 1310 provides resource require
ments information, including expected network and proces
sor availability information, to the grid project throttle
control 1320, indicating the amount of network resources,
such as, for example, an amount of bandwidth that will be
required by each grid job during each phase of the grid
project’s execution. This information is then packaged into
a wrapper 1325 associated with the grid job 1330 and/or grid
job data and is provided by the scheduling engine 1310 to
the grid agent 1340 in association with the grid job and/or
grid job data. The network interface's Application Program
Interfaces (APIs) 1350 of the network interface 1360 strips
off the wrapper 1325 and processes the expected availability
information which is then used to control the rate at which

grid data is sent from the grid node 1380 across the network.
0111 That is, the network interface 1360 processes the
information indicating the expected network availability.
The network resources that grid node 1380 may utilize
during its phases of operation, indicated by the expected
network availability threshold, in which grid data is trans
mitted by the grid node 1380 to other computing devices.
The expected network availability information places a limit
on the rate at which data from the grid agent may be
transmitted by the network interface 1360. As a result, the
network interface 1360 may limit the rate at which grid data
is retrieved from buffers 1370 associated with ports 1375
corresponding to the grid agent 1340, and transmitted over
the network.

0112 In this manner, the transmission of data by a grid
node is controlled by a network interface 1360 of the grid
node in conjunction with throttling information received
from the grid project throttle control 1320.
0113. The grid project throttle control 1320 operates to
initiate throttling of network utilization for grid jobs when a
determination is made that the rate of data transmission for

a grid job exceeds the expected network availability for the
grid job Such that data transmission does not exceed the
expected network availability. In this way, the grid throttle
control 1320 controls the rate at which grid traffic is sent
from the grid node 1380 so that the grid traffic does not
negatively affect the normal operation of the grid node 1380.
0114. The grid project throttle control 1320 also operates
to throttle control of processing of grid jobs by the grid node.
The grid node processing resources that the grid node may
utilize to process grid jobs are indicated by an expected
processor availability threshold. The throttle control 1320
throttles the rate of processing of grid jobs at the grid node
so that the grid node processing of non-grid jobs is not
negatively affected by grid jobs executing at the grid node.
0115 The expected network and processor availability
values are determined based on the scheduling of the grid
jobs as determined by the grid job Scheduler, the grid project
visualization and simulation engine, or optionally a combi
nation of the grid job scheduler and the grid project visu
alization and simulation engine. The grid project throttle
control 1320 also operates to determine if work occurring at
the grid node is grid work or non-grid work. The throttle
control 1320 may make this determination based upon the
task identification, or other means known in the art. The

throttle control also collects statistics on system usage. Such
as processor and network usage for grid and non-grid work.
The throttle control 1320 can subtract out the grid contri
bution to the grid node work load.
0.116) The throttling mechanism provides a further benefit
in that this throttling mechanism provides a mechanism
through which network activity monitors associated with the
grid agents may categorize network traffic into grid and
non-grid categories, as previously discussed above. That is,
since the network interfaces throttle the network traffic

emanating from the grid node, the network activity monitors
know that the network traffic associated with grid jobs
cannot be greater than the established expected network
availability threshold. Thus, if the network link is operating
at full capacity, then the maximum network capacity that
may be attributable to grid jobs is the throttling threshold. In
these embodiments, full capacity is, for example, all of the
bandwidth consumed.

0.117 FIGS. 14-16 are flowcharts outlining the various
operations of some of the embodiments of the present
invention previously described above. It will be understood
that each step of the flowchart illustrations, and combina
tions of steps in the flowchart illustrations, can be imple
mented by computer program instructions. These computer
program instructions may be provided to a processor or
other programmable data processing apparatus to produce a
machine, such that the instructions which execute on the

processor or other programmable data processing apparatus
create means for implementing the functions specified in the
flowchart step or steps. These computer program instruc
tions may also be stored in a computer-readable memory or
storage medium that can direct a processor or other pro
grammable data processing apparatus to function in a par
ticular manner, Such that the instructions stored in the

computer-readable memory or storage medium produce an
article of manufacture including instruction means which
implement the functions specified in the flowchart step or
steps.
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0118 Accordingly, steps of the flowchart illustrations
Support combinations of means for performing the specified
functions, combinations of steps for performing the speci
fied functions and program instruction means for performing
the specified functions. It will also be understood that each
step of the flowchart illustrations, and combinations of steps
in the flowchart illustrations, can be implemented by special
purpose hardware-based computer systems which perform
the specified functions or steps, or by combinations of
special purpose hardware and computer instructions.
0119 FIG. 14 is a flowchart outlining an exemplary
operation for generating a visual representation of a simu
lation of a grid project in accordance with one exemplary
embodiment of the present invention. As shown in the
flowchart 1400 of FIG. 14, a request is received from a user
for a simulation of execution of a grid project over a
particular period of time at step 1410. A request may be
made for the user to enter or select the parameters for the
requested grid project simulation at Step 1420 by providing
the user with a GUI requesting a grid project identifier, a
start date, a start time, an end date, an end time, a statistical

basis for the simulation, the type of graphical presentation,
and/or any other additional parameters.
0120) The simulation of the grid project is generated
based upon the parameters entered by the user and the
network availability and processor availability data. At step
1430, network and processor availability data is retrieved
from the network and processor availability data storage
system. A resource availability plot is generated at step 1440
based upon the processor/network availability data. The
resource availability plot at step 1440 and, optionally, infor
mation from a grid project model description, as described
above, is used to generate a simulation of execution of grid
project, at step 1450.
0121 FIG. 15 is a flowchart outlining an exemplary
operation for Scheduling the dispatching of grid jobs in
accordance with one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention. As shown in the flowchart 1500 of FIG. 15, grid
management system receives a grid project Submission at
step 1510. The network nature of the grid project is deter
mined at step 1515. At step 1520, grid node clusters are
generated utilizing a network clustering algorithm. Any
known network clustering algorithm for determining clus
ters of grid nodes may be utilized to generate grid node
clusters.

0122) A determination of average resource availability is
made at step 1525, regarding network and processor avail
ability for each cluster. At step 1530, each cluster of grid
nodes is ranked according to the averages of the processor
and network resource availability.
0123. A minimum threshold value for processor capacity
and a minimum threshold value for network capacity are
determined at step 1535. The minimum threshold values
may be selected by the user or by a specification in the grid
project. At step 1540 a determination is made as to whether
a grid node cluster exceeds both processor and network

at step 1555 to permit evaluation of additional clusters. The
process may be repeated until a cluster that satisfies the
requirements of step 1540 is identified and scheduling can
occur at step 1545 or until additional recalculations result in
diminished or reduced returns at step 1550, in which case an
indication is provided to the user that scheduling cannot be
accomplished at step 1560.
0.125 FIG. 16 is a flowchart outlining an exemplary
operation for throttling the network traffic associated with a
grid project in accordance with one exemplary embodiment
of the present invention. As shown in the flowchart 1600 of
FIG. 16, the expected network availability and expected
processor availability threshold is determined at step 1610.
If the rate of data transmission exceeds the expected network
availability threshold at step 1620, the throttle control
throttles the rate of data transmission at step 1630. If the rate
of processor utilization exceeds the expected processor
availability threshold at step 1640, then the throttle control
throttles the rate of processor utilization for processing grid
jobs back down to the expected processor availability at step
1650.

0.126 The throttle control also collects statistics on sys
tem usage of processor and network resources. The throttle
control is capable of Subtracting out the grid jobs contri
bution to the processor and network load. The throttle
control can identify grid work by task identification or other
means known in the art. The throttle control will only
throttle processor and network activity associated with grid
work. In this manner, the grid project throttle control pro
gram associated with the grid agent on a grid node controls
the rate of network/processor utilization at the grid node to
prevent grid jobs from interfering with the execution of
non-grid work.
0127. It is important to note that while the present inven
tion has been described in the context of a fully functioning
data processing system, those of ordinary skill in the art will
appreciate that the processes of the present invention are
capable of being distributed in the form of a computer usable
medium of instructions and a variety of forms and that the
present invention applies equally regardless of the particular
type of signal bearing media actually used to carry out the
distribution.

0128. The invention can take the form of an entirely
hardware embodiment, an entirely software embodiment or
an embodiment containing both hardware and software
elements. In a preferred embodiment, the invention is imple
mented in software, which includes but is not limited to
firmware, resident Software, microcode, etc.

that exceed both minimum thresholds and have sufficient

0129. Furthermore, the invention can take the form of a
computer program product accessible from a computer
usable or computer-readable medium providing program
code for use by or in connection with a computer or any
instruction execution system. For the purposes of this
description, a computer-usable or computer readable
medium can be any apparatus that can contain, store, com
municate, propagate, or transport the program for use by or
in connection with the instruction execution system, appa

capacity may be selected. Step 1545 schedules the grid
project in accordance with the selected grid node clusters.
0.124. If no clusters satisfy the requirements of step 1540,
then the minimum threshold values are adjusted downward

0.130. The medium can be an electronic, magnetic, opti
cal, electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor System (or
apparatus or device) or a propagation medium. Examples of

minimum threshold values and has sufficient total network

and processor capacity to execute the grid job. Grid nodes

ratus, or device.
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a computer-readable medium include a semiconductor or
Solid state memory, magnetic tape, a removable computer
diskette, a random access memory (RAM), a read-only
memory (ROM), a rigid magnetic disk and an optical disk.
Current examples of optical disks include compact disk
read only memory (CD-ROM), compact disk read/write
(CD-R/W) and DVD.
0131) A data processing system suitable for storing and/
or executing program code will include at least one proces
Sor coupled directly or indirectly to memory elements
through a system bus. The memory elements can include
local memory employed during actual execution of the
program code, bulk storage, and cache memories which
provide temporary storage of at least Some program code in
order to reduce the number of times code must be retrieved

from bulk storage during execution.
0132) Input/output or I/O devices (including but not
limited to keyboards, displays, pointing devices, etc.) can be
coupled to the system either directly or through intervening
I/O controllers.

0.133 Network adapters may also be coupled to the
system to enable the data processing system to become
coupled to other data processing systems or remote printers
or storage devices through intervening private or public
networks. Modems, cable modem and Ethernet cards are just
a few of the currently available types of network adapters.
0134) The description of the present invention has been
presented for purposes of illustration and description, and is
not intended to be exhaustive or limited to the invention in

the form disclosed. Many modifications and variations will
be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art. The
embodiment was chosen and described in order to best

explain the principles of the invention, the practical appli
cation, and to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to
understand the invention for various embodiments with

various modifications as are Suited to the particular use
contemplated.

5. The computer implemented method of claim3, wherein
the descriptions of the various phases specify properties of
described activities, including quantity of processing
resources required, expected network utilization, prerequi
sites, dependencies, reliability actions, and activity splitting
limits and characteristics.

6. The computer implemented method of claim3, wherein
the descriptions of the various phases comprise descriptions
of activities to be performed in parallel.
7. The computer implemented method of claim 1, wherein
the modeling language uses an XML format.
8. A computer program product comprising:
a computer usable medium having computer usable pro
gram code for modeling a grid project, comprising:
computer usable program code for identifying various
phases of the grid project; and
computer usable program code for generating a grid
project description model utilizing a modeling lan
guage designed to describe the various phases of the
grid project.
9. The computer program product of claim 8, further
comprising processing the grid project description model to
determine processor and network resource requirements for
execution of the grid project.
10. The computer program product of claim 8, wherein
the grid project description model includes a set of descrip
tions of the various phases of the grid project.
11. The computer program product of claim 10, wherein
the set of descriptions of the various phases of the grid
project comprises a number of grid jobs to be dispatched, an
amount of data corresponding-to each grid job, an amount of
runtime for executing each grid job, and an estimated
amount of data corresponding to results of the execution of
the grid jobs.
12. The computer program product of claim 10, wherein
the descriptions of the various phases specify properties of
described activities, including quantity of processing
resources required, expected network utilization, prerequi
sites, dependencies, reliability actions, and activity splitting

What is claimed is:

limits and characteristics.

1. A computer implemented method for modeling a grid
project, the computer implemented method comprising:
identifying various phases of the grid project; and
generating a grid project description model for the grid
project utilizing a modeling language designed to
describe the various phases of the grid project.
2. The computer implemented method of claim 1, further
comprising:
processing the grid project description model to determine
processor and network resource requirements for
execution of the grid project.
3. The computer implemented method of claim 1, wherein
the grid project description model includes a set of descrip
tions of the various phases of the grid project.
4. The computer implemented method of claim3, wherein
the set of descriptions of the various phases of the grid
project comprises a number of grid jobs to be dispatched, an
amount of data corresponding to each grid job, an amount of
runtime for executing each grid job, and an estimated
amount of data corresponding to results of the execution of
the grid jobs.

13. The computer program product of claim 10, wherein
the descriptions of the various phases include descriptions of
activities to be performed in parallel.
14. The computer program product of claim 8, wherein
the modeling language uses an XML format.
15. An apparatus for modeling a grid project, comprising:
A computer comprising:
a bus;

a storage device connected to the bus, wherein the storage
devices contains a computer usable program product;
a processor unit, wherein the processor unit executes the
computer usable program product to identify various
phases of the grid project; and generate a grid project
description model utilizing a grid project modeling
language designed to describe the various phases of the
grid project.
16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the processor unit
further executes the computer usable program product to
process the grid project description model to determine
processor and network resource requirements for execution
of the grid project.
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17. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the grid project
description model includes a set of descriptions of the
various phases of the grid project.
18. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the set of descrip
tions of the various phases of the grid project comprises a
number of grid jobs to be dispatched, an amount of data
corresponding to each grid job, an amount of runtime for
executing each grid job, an estimated amount of data cor
responding to the results of the execution of the grid jobs,
and descriptions of activities to be performed in parallel.

19. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the descriptions of
the various phases specify properties of described activities,
including quantity of processing resources required,
expected network utilization, prerequisites, dependencies,
reliability actions, and activity splitting limits and charac
teristics.

20. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the modeling
language uses an XML format.
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